Liquitex Professional Spray Paint is a highly
pigmented formulation, which provides
incomparable color brilliance and is
completely intermixable with the rest of
our product range. As the Spray Paint is
water-based, it is low-odor and safe for
use indoors and outdoors; this also means
that it may clog slightly easier than the
high-solvent variety, so it’s important to
take precautions to avoid this.
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Use & care

7 Tips to take care of your spray
1. Shake your can for one minute before use and continue to shake
regularly during use. Doing so will help to keep the pigment
evenly dispersed throughout the binder and prevent the cap
from clogging.

EXTEND YOUR CAP LIFE WITH LIQUITEX
CAP CLEANER

How does Liquitex Cap Cleaner work?
Liquitex Cap Cleaner works in just a few seconds, and with three
simple steps:

2. Keep your can upright for optimum flow.
3. Use short, frequent sprays during use.
4. When you’re finished, turn your can upside-down and spray until
the cap runs clear. This will help to ensure that paint does not
get stuck in the cap.
Remove cap
from spray paint
after use

5. Always replace the cap cover after use to prevent drying out.
6. Always use a clean cap. With a dirty cap, paint will not flow
fluidly, causing build-up and eventual clogging.
7. Use Liquitex Cap Cleaner after use to preserve the health of your
spray caps. Just like an acrylic artist’s paintbrushes, spray caps
need to be cared for, and cleaning them after use can extend
their life significantly.
1.
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Just like artist brushes, spray caps need to be cared for: cleaning
after use can extend their life significantly.

Spray for approximately
3 seconds or until spray
runs clear

How often do I need to use Liquitex Cap Cleaner?
We suggest cleaning your caps after every use for the best results.

What do I do if my cap clogs?

4 CAPS - UNLIMITED EFFECTS

If your cap does clog, do not continue to press down on it, as this
will cause build-up under the cap and can damage your can.
Follow two simple steps to salvage your can and cap:

With four caps to choose from, the Liquitex S
 pray Paint cap range
provides artists with ultimate versatility. Start with a Regular Cap
to map out your composition. Fill in large areas of color with
our Fat Cap, and then focus on detail by switching to a Skinny Cap.
Use a Calligraphy Cap to create calligraphy-style lines.
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Place the cap
onto the
Cap Cleaner
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LIQUITEXSTANDARD CAP
MEDIUM LINE
The most versatile, for creating
outlines and fine detail
LIQUITEX FAT CAP

6a.
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THICK LINE
For filling in large areas

CLOGGED

LIQUITEX SUPER SKINNY CAP

6b.

CLEAN

7.

1. Remove the cap from the
can and spray Liquitex Cap
Cleaner onto the dirty area.
Then, wipe the can with
a cloth.

2. If the paint inside the cap is
still wet, clean your cap with
Liquitex Cap Cleaner or soak
it in soapy water to clear the
well underneath.

THIN LINE
For adding fine detail

LIQUITEXCALLIGRAPHY CAP
VARIABLE LINE
For creating calligraphy-style lines

If the paint inside has dried, you may purchase a replacement cap
from the new selection of Liquitex Spray Accessories.

